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Diversity by case, resource, level, method, discipline, and nationality
Defining Environmental Peacebuilding

- Environmental peacebuilding comprises the multiple approaches and pathways by which the management of environmental issues is integrated in and can support conflict prevention, mitigation, resolution and recovery.
Early Waves of Environmental Peacebuilding

- Response to frustration with simplistic environment & conflict debates
- Always about practice and scholarship
- Deductive in early waves
- Heavy early focus on water before diversifying resources & adding climate
- Heavy early focus on transboundary
- Second wave brought helpful critiques with more complexity, more ambiguity, potential shortcomings
The Future(s) of Environmental Peacebuilding

Priority areas for the future:
- Bottom Up Approaches
- Gender
- Using Big Data and Frontier Technology
- Monitoring and Evaluation

Promising areas but also have been neglected areas.
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